
History of Astronomy
Patterns of events seen in the sky were very important to many cultures throughout 

history. They left no written records of their observations of the sky, but they did 
leave behind structures that show how important the movements of the sky were.

Stonehenge is a giant circle of stones in England that shows the cycle of the Sun and 
the seasons.

In Mexico a pyramid, El Castillo,
shows people watched the sky and knew the times of year when the number of 

daylight hours and nighttime hours were equal.

Solar Eclipse occurs when the Moon blocks the Sun’s light.

Lunar Eclipse occurs when the Earth casts a shadow on the Moon.

Old days eclipse meant something bad was going to happen



Early Tools

• People invented tools to help them better understand the stars.

• Astrolabe: consisted of a star map drawn on a metal plate. Used to 
find the time, predict when the sun would rise and set, or where the 
stars would be on certain day.

• Sextant: measures the angle between the horizon and point in the 
sky.



Early Telescopes
• Telescopes: gathers light to magnify faraway objects in the sky.

• Galileo Galilei (1564-1642):

• An Italian Scientist  who was the first person to use a telescope in 
astronomy. 

• First person to use a telescope for astronomy purpose

• Used a refracting telescope- uses two lenses to gather and focus light

• Some discoveries: Moon has mountains, Sun spins, Earth and planets 
revolve around the sun, Jupiter has four moons

• Sir Issac Newton- developed reflecting telescope- used a curve mirror 
to focus light and magnify distant objects.



Today’s Telescopes

• Visible Light: light we see coming from the sun or the stars.  But there 
is still radiation, and other waves we can not see from space. Special 
telescopes have been developed to detect the different types of 
invisible radiation.

• Keck I and Keck II largest telescopes in the world.

• Hubble Telescope detects ultraviolet waves, visible light. Its cameras 
have photographed the planets in our solar system.

• Radio Telescopes:  detect radio waves that look like satellite dishes.



What is a Star?
• Sun is a star, and it’s the closest one to Earth. It gives off thermal 

(heat) and light energy. These energies come from two reactions-
hydrogen and helium gas in the Suns core.

• Star are gigantic balls of hot gases that give off electromagnetic 
radiation. Most stars are bigger than Earth.  During the day, stars are 
still in the sky, but the bright light of the Sun hides them.

• How bright a star looks depends on size, distance, and temperature

• Brightest stars give off the most energy

• Color tells how hot it is. Red-cooler, orange and yellow are somewhat 
hotter, white and blue are the hottest.

• Examples of Stars

• Sun:  yellow, closest

• Barnard: 3rd closest to Earth, red

• Sirius: white star, ninth closest to Earth



The Sun
- a fiery ball of hot gases with no hard surface

- 4.6 billion years old

Layers of the Sun
• Inner layers of the sun: core, radiation, convection

• Outer layers of the sun: photosphere, chromosphere, corona

Sunspots-dark spots on the sun on the photosphere, they are dark because it 
is not as hot, cooler, than the rest of the photosphere

Prominences: ribbons of gas that leap out of the chromosphere like a 
shooting star.

Solar Flare: is a magnetic storm on the sun which appears to be a very bright 
spot and gaseous surface eruption. On the chromosphere

Light Year: the distance light travels in one year. Light from the sun takes 8 
minutes to reach Earth.



The Life of Stars
• 1) Nebula: New stars form in a cloud of gas and dust. The gas and dust are 

pulled together by gravity in a ball and gets very dense. Temperature 
increases, and nuclear fusion begins and the ball of gas and dust starts to 
glow.

• Stars don’t live forever. Stars expand as it grows old. As the star converts all its 
hydrogen to helium, it loses its source of energy and begins to cool. The core 
contracts and the outer layers expand, cool, and become less bright. It then 
becomes a 2) red giant star. Large stars form SUPERGIANTS.

• Helium is now being used, and the core begins to shrink, and outer layers of 
the star drift off into space. This creates a 3) white dwarf with no nuclear fuel, 
and radiates left over heat energy.

• Eventually cools down and becomes a cold object called 4) black dwarf.
• Supernova a gigantic explosion that occurs after a Supergiant stars core runs 

out of fuel.
• Black Hole is a point in space that has such strong force of gravity that nothing 

within a certain distance of it can escape getting pulled in from a Supernova



How are stars grouped together?
Galaxy is a huge system of stars, dust, and gas held together by gravity.
Milky Way Galaxy where we live
• Spiral Galaxies: galaxy that looks like a pinwheels, Milky Way Galaxy

• Elliptical Galaxies: round or more oval, largest galaxy we know

• Irregular Galaxies: no real shape, young galaxy which stars are still 
forming.

• Constellation a group of stars that form patterns. Ursa Major which 
contains the big dipper.

• Stars move because the Earth rotates every 24 hours


